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Introduction.
Consumers are heterogeneous, and demand a variety of products. Manufacturers have difficulty in forecasting consumer choice, and therefore incur high costs in carrying finished-goods inventory in the wrong amounts, for the wrong products. For modular products like computers, an efficient alternative is to assemble to order; i.e., to hold inventories of components that can be rapidly assembled into a wide variety of finished products in response to customer orders.
As In an assemble-to-order system, pricing, capacity management, and dynamic execution are very challenging.
To maximize profit, the first-order challenge is to choose product prices (which determine revenue and the demand for each component) and to choose the production capacity (or supply contract) for each component. the inventory position changes slowly, queue lengths will almost continuously track the minimum cost configuration. This discrete-review approach to dynamic control follows that of Harrison [21] and Maglaras [24, 25] , except that the decision at each review time point pairs available components with outstanding orders instead of allocating server time amongst customer classes.
The following summarizes the main contributions of this paper, (i) We prove that for a high-volume assemble-to-order system, optimal prices and component production capacity are close to the solution of the static planning problem; see Theorem 5. and optimize the base-stock levels. They find very different optimal base-stock levels, which suggests that the optimal inventory policy is very sensitive to the rule for allocating scarce components among orders for various products. Akcay and Xu [1] recommend that "inventory replenishment and component allocation optimizations must be made jointly" (p. 110). Clearly, these decisions are also sensitive to product prices and component lead times. This motivates our model formulation, which incorporates product prices, component production capacity, and the dynamic sequencing of orders for assembly as decision variables. We find that the optimal allocation of components to products (sequencing) collapses the state space, so the joint optimization recommended by Akcay and Xu [1] becomes more tractable than inventory optimization in isolation.
In an ATO system with only one component in shortage, the assembly-sequencing decision is similar to the decision of which class to serve in a multiclass, single-server queue. Our follow-up paper (Plambeck and Ward [31]) assumes a fill rate of exactly one. To make this feasible, we allow the system manager to expedite components instantaneously at a high per-unit cost. In this setting, we provide an asymptotically optimal policy for statically setting prices and component production capacity, and dynamically sequencing orders for assembly and expediting components. Our control problem becomes even more challenging when the system manager can dynamically sell excess components at a low "salvage" price. We heuristically derive and numerically solve an appropriate approximating diffusion control problem. 3. The static planning problem and the proposed assembly policy. Subsection 3.1 derives prices and com ponent production capacities that maximize the profit rate, assuming that demand and production flow at their respective mean rates. This yields a first-order approximation to the optimal prices and production capacities in the system with stochastic variability. In ?3.2, we propose a discrete-review assembly policy that minimizes instantaneous financial holding costs at each review point by distributing components to product orders.
3.
1. An initial policy for setting prices and component production capacities.
Suppose that in initially set ting product prices p and component production capacity y, the system manager ignores the discrete and stochas tic nature of customer orders and component production, and simply assumes that demand and production flow 
j=\ Furthermore, suppose we relax the constraint (6) to yield the following perturbed problem: The optimal objective value in (5) upper bounds the expected profit rate, which implies 8~l7f upper bounds expected infinite-horizon discounted profit in the stochastic system. Due to stochastic variability, customers will experience delay, and components will sit in inventory, meaning the upper bound is not, in general, achieved.
However, ?5 establishes that under high-volume conditions, the optimal prices and component production capac ities are close to (p*, y*), and infinite-horizon discounted expected profit is close to 8_177. If the vector in (17) is parallel to (akj)k=u_K for some j, then the solution to (12)? (13) The linear program in (13)?(15) does not account for the effect of assembly in the current period on future holding costs due to constraint (15). Nevertheless, the myopia of the proposed policy does not cause problems in the high-volume limit. Intuitively, when the system experiences a high volume of demand and component production, the functional central limit theorem dictates that the shortage process in (10) changes gradually compared to the rate at which orders arrive and component production occurs. Therefore, review-period lengths can be set so that even though many orders and components arrive in each review period, the shortage position only experiences small changes in each review period. Hence, one expects constraint (15) to often be inactive in high volume, which means queue lengths and inventory levels generally track (q*(S(t)), i*(S(t))). In other words, they are almost deterministic functions of the shortage process; see Proposition 4.1.
System behavior under the static planning problem solution and the proposed assembly policy. To
analyze the performance of a policy that sets prices and component production capacities using the solution to the static planning problem in ?3.1, and assembles orders according to the proposed assembly policy in ?3.2, we undertake an asymptotic analysis as the customer arrival rate increases. We use the colloquial term "high volume" to refer to a system with a high order arrival rate as defined in ?4.1. Subsection 4.2 shows that our proposed assembly policy forces queue lengths and inventory levels to track deterministic functions of the shortage process with very high probability. Finally, ?4.3 establishes the asymptotic behavior of the shortage, queue length, and inventory processes, and of expected infinite-horizon discounted profit.
4.1. High-volume conditions. The one modelling assumption necessary for our asymptotic analysis is that the system experiences a high volume of demand. Specifically, consider the sequence n = 1, 2,...
. Let order arrival rates tend to infinity in a manner that preserves the structure of the demand functions, as follows:
Henceforth, when we wish to refer to any process or other quantity associated with the assemble-to-order system having order arrival rate function A", we superscript the appropriate symbol by n. An admissible policy refers to an entire sequence, u = (pnu, ynu, AJJ), that specifies an admissible policy for each n. (ii) Expected infinite-horizon discounted profit in the nth system is within y/n of the upper bound from the static planning problem, 8~xnif. Recall that H"pit r An) is the infinite-horizon discounted profit (defined in (3)) for the system having arrival rate n\*k, operating under the policy (/?*, y*, A"). For a high-volume assemble-to-order system, optimal pricing and capacity investment decisions result in utilization of component production capacity near 100%. In this "heavy traffic" regime, the inventory position for each component evolves according to a Brownian motion. Optimal dynamic allocation of scarce components to outstanding orders (equivalently, optimal sequencing of orders for assembly) forces order queues and component inventory levels into a configuration that minimizes instantaneous physical and financial holding cost. In other words, the system exhibits state-space collapse. In reality, customers are impatient, and want to know their waiting time before placing an order. In response, most ATO manufacturers guarantee that orders will be filled within some specified maximum delay. r d\x Idx^ dx^/dk^ dkx fdkx 1 dp2/ dpx dp3/ dpx dpKf dpx dA2 ldk2 dk2 ldk2 _dk2_ ldk2 dpj dp2 dp J dp2 dpK/ dp2 
